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state of carboxyl groups involved in transferring the proton from
carboxyl groups to the Schiff base and back during the proton
pumping cycle in order to understand the proton-transfer
pathway. Recently, time-resolved free-electron laser or serial
synchrotron [14] crystallography provided unprecedented
structural details of retinal isomerization [15] and the protein
response [16,17] following laser-flash induced retinal perturbation.
Despite the enormous amount of spectroscopic studies aimed at
describing the photoactivation and proton-translocation process
of bacteriorhodopsin in great detail, surprisingly little is known
about the equilibrium dynamics in the dark. A particularly
interesting question is how bR is structurally and dynamically
prepared to respond to photons with very high overall quantum
yields [18,19] and rate constants for formation of the first
intermediate in the photocycle in the order of 105 s–1.[20] To
achieve such efficiencies, retinal must be tightly coupled to the
protein so that its isomerization can very rapidly trigger protein
conformational changes. Therefore, it is of great interest to not
only study effects of perturbation of bR by photons but to also
inspect the dark-adapted state in more detail. In that state retinal
exists in a 4:6 ratio of the all-trans to 13-cis,15-syn retinal isomers
(Fig. 1A) [21] and only the all-trans form can directly enter the
photocycle. At the end of the photocycle all-trans retinal is formed
again, which can thermally equilibrate to the 13-cis,15-syn
isomer. [22]
It has been demonstrated by Khorana and coworkers that in the
dark mutants of the retinal-lining pocket populate the two retinal
isomers to different extents,[23] display different proton-pumping
activities, and are characterized by different kinetics of the
photocycle. We hypothesized that dynamics of residues, and in
particular of their side chains, control the coupling of retinal to the
protein and are important for the kinetics and outcomes of
photoactivation. Therefore, we probed methyl group dynamics of

Abstract: To achieve efficient proton pumping in the light-driven
proton pump bacteriorhodopsin, the protein must be tightly coupled to
the retinal to rapidly convert retinal isomerization into protein structural
rearrangements. Methyl group dynamics of bR embedded in lipid
nanodiscs were determined in the dark-adapted state, and were found
to be mostly well-ordered at the cytosolic side. Methyl groups in the
M145A mutant of bR, which displays only 10% residual proton
pumping activity, are less well ordered suggesting a link between side
chain dynamics on the cytosolic side of the bR cavity and proton
pumping activity. In addition, slow conformational exchange,
attributed to low frequency motions of aromatic rings, was indirectly
observed for residues on the extracellular side of the bR cavity. This
may be related to reorganization of the water network. These
observations provide a detailed picture of previously undescribed
equilibrium dynamics on different time scales for ground-state bR.

Introduction
7-transmembrane (7-TM) helical proteins are found in all domains
of life, from microbial rhodopsins to G-protein-coupled receptors
encountered in animals and most other eukaryotes. The archaeal
proton pump bacteriorhodopsin (bR) mediates photosynthesis in
halobacteria, and presents a prototypical example of 7-TM
proteins [1–3] that has been studied intensively using a variety of
biophysical methods.[1,4–11] Photoactivation of bR results in
isomerization of the centrally bound all-trans retinal to the 13cis,15-anti species, and proceeds through a series of wellcharacterized intermediates until the light-adapted (all-trans) state
is formed again. The kinetics of the photocycle intermediates of
retinal and the protein response were determined using timeresolved infrared experiments.[12,13] In particular, carbonyl
vibration frequencies were utilized to determine the protonation
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nanodiscs,[43] from detergent refolded bR as well as the direct
refolding with bO, unfortunately failed.
To compensate for problems associated with resonance
assignments of large membrane proteins we developed a
protocol that incorporates topological, structural, and biochemical
information. The production of wt-bR in DMPG nanodiscs and its
resonance assignment is described in Kooijman et al. [37] Overall,
we assigned 156 backbone amide groups (62%) and 95 methyl
groups (59% of Ala, Ile(δ1), Leu(δ1/2), Val(γ1/2)). Additionally we
were able to identify the amino acid type of all methyl groups using
HMCM-CG/CB/CA type experiments. [37,44] The unassigned
residues are mostly located in the extracellular halves of the
helices, the extracellular loops, and the entirety of helix 5. Since
we assigned the vast majority of the observable peaks, this
suggests that these parts of the protein undergo intermediate
conformational exchange resulting in peaks that are broadened
beyond detection (vide infra).

bR in the thermodynamically equilibrated dark-adapted state
using solution NMR techniques.
NMR had previously been used to determine the retinal binding
mode in the dark-adapted state by solution [24] and solid-state
methods.[21,25,26] In our dynamics study we used nanodiscs that
present planar lipid surfaces similar to biological membranes.
Since lipid curvature and planar pressure fine-tune the
architecture of 7-TM membrane proteins [27–30] we believe that the
more challenging spectroscopy with nanodiscs was justified.[31–36]
To cope with the increased size of the system, we recently
developed a protocol for resonance assignments in the absence
of extensive mutagenesis.[37] It uses the program FLYA, [38,39]
which combines information from NMR experiment utilizing scalar
or dipolar couplings in combination with structural data to form
assignments. The new approach included factors such as
proximity to water and lipid molecules, as well as biochemical
information from differential isotope labeling. Interestingly, many
signals from residues in the extracellular half of bR were absent,
likely due to intermediate conformational exchange. Two sets of
peaks were present in the spectra arising from the two alltrans,15-anti and 13-cis,15-syn isomeric states of retinal. [37]
In this work we now compare spectra in the dark to those recorded
upon laser illumination to assign which of the two sets of peaks
belong to the light-adapted all-trans,15-anti state. The availability
of methyl group assignments allowed us to measure site-specific
methyl group relaxation rates and to compute order parameters
from the NMR data. The relaxation data revealed regions of
increased or decreased methyl group mobility in bR.
Moreover, we determined methyl group dynamics of the M145A
mutant, which has only 10% of the wild-type proton pumping
activity, and compared methyl order parameters of this mutant
with those from the wildtype protein. We found that methyl groups
in wt-bR are more rigid than in the M145A mutant, thereby
enabling more efficient coupling of retinal to wt-bR. Moreover, we
detected a second, much slower, conformational exchange
process, possibly related to a reorientation of aromatic rings of
Trp residues, which we attribute to the reorganization of the water
network.

Detection of the two isomeric states of retinal in the dark-adapted
state
Duplication of many peaks was observed in [15N,1H]-TROSY and
methyl [13C,1H]-TROSY spectra of bR (Fig. 1B) as indicated by
the presence of nearly-identical correlations in the 3D spectra.
Doubling was noticed for 48 amide and 31 methyl spin systems
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differences, "∆$% + ∆$(,* /4- , in [ N,1H]-TROSY and methyl
[13C,1H]-TROSY ranging from 0.013 ppm to 0.24 ppm.[37] We
noticed that doubling in our initial analysis [37] and attribute this
peak doubling to the dark-adaptation of bR, which results in a
mixture of all-trans,15-anti and 13-cis,15-syn isomers of retinal.[21]
The isomer ratio of all-trans,15-anti:13-cis,15-syn has been
determined previously as 1:1.6 by HPLC for retinal extracted from
bR,[23] or 1:1.5 by solid-state NMR [21] similar to the 1:1.6 and 1:2.0
ratio measured by us from the average intensity ratio of
corresponding peaks in [15N,1H]-TROSY and methyl [13C,1H]TROSY spectra, respectively. Scherrer and coworkers compared
the retinal isomer ratio for the bR trimer in purple membranes and
the monomer solubilized in Triton X-100 [45] and concluded that
the isomer ratio is very similar in the two environments.
Importantly, it was demonstrated that the bR monomer is capable
of pumping protons [46] and hence presents the functional unit for
the photocycle.[47]
The residues that display peak doubling are spread over the entire
protein (Fig. S6). The magnitude of chemical shift differences
between the two states shows no correlation with the proximity to
retinal or aromatic side chains. Apparently, subtle structural
adaptations upon isomerization of the chromophore, not easily
detected when comparing the crystal structures of the all-trans
(PDB 1M0L) [48] and the 13-cis (1X0S) [49] isomers, are felt
throughout the entire protein. The corresponding isomerization is
a thermal process with a rate constant on the order of minutes,
resulting in peak doublets due to slow exchange on the NMR timescale.[24] This is corroborated by the absence of exchange peaks
in 15N and 13C zz-TROSY experiment recorded with a delay time
of 500 ms.
Subsequently, we tested whether illumination could convert the
dark-adapted state entirely into the light-adapted state. To this
end, we illuminated a bR NMR sample constantly with 53 mW
laser power at 488 nm in situ while measuring [15N,1H]- or [13C,1H]TROSY spectra (Fig. 1). As a result, one of the two corresponding
peaks almost completely vanished while the other remained, not

Results and Discussion
Biosynthesis and resonance assignments
The apo-protein bacterio-opsin (bO) was expressed in the form of
a C-terminal fusion to Mistic in E. coli [40] into inclusion bodies (Fig.
S1). After cleavage of the Mistic tag, addition of retinal and of
lipids, and removal of detergent using BioBeads,[41] the resulting
bacteriorhodopsin (bR) was incorporated into the MSPΔH5
variant of the membrane scaffold protein (MSP).[42] bR was
generally perdeuterated, with ILV sidechains being [12C,2H] and
one of the two methyl groups (in Ile the δ1) being [13C,1H] labeled
in a non-stereospecific fashion using α-ketoisovaleric and αketobutyric acid as precursors. In one wt-bR sample and in
M145A-bR the Met methyl group was [13C,1H] labeled while the
rest of the sidechain contained [12C,1H] by supplementing the
expression medium with appropriately labeled methionine. The
typical purple color from the chromophore (Fig. S2) and the
characteristic shift of the absorption maximum between dark(550 nm) and light-adapted (558 nm) bacteriorhodopsin indicated
correct refolding (Fig. S3). The incorporation, purification, and
separation of bR trimers in high yields into larger MSP1E3D1
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By retinal extraction the amount of the all-trans state for the
M145A mutant was estimated to be 90%. Interestingly, in the
M145A mutant duplicated peaks collapse almost completely into
single sharp peaks, supporting the view that the peak duplications
originate from the presence of two retinal isomers of bR in the
dark state (Fig. 1, Fig. S8).

Figure 1. Peak doubling in [13C,1H]- and [15N,1H]-TROSY spectra: A Configurations of retinal in the dark-adapted and light-activated states. B Representative
expansions of spectra showing peak doubling in a well resolved region of the [15N,1H]-TROSY spectrum (top) and in the Ile region of the [13C,1H]-TROSY spectrum
(bottom) measured for [(13C-1H-δ-Methyl)-Ile, (13C-1H-δ-Methyl)-Leu, (13C-1H-γ-Methyl)-Val]-wt-bR without (left) and with laser illumination at 488 nm (center) and
the [(13C-1H-δ-Methyl)-Ile, (13C-1H-δ-Methyl)-Leu, (13C-1H-γ-Methyl)-Val, (13C-1H-ε-Methyl)-Met]-M145A-bR mutant (no illumination, right). Red dots indicate peak
positions in the light-adapted state of wt-bR, connected by orange lines to the corresponding second state in dark-adapted wt-bR, and by blue lines in the right panel
to the corresponding peak for the M145A mutant.

is in close proximity to the retinal. We refrained from conducting
experiments in the presence of laser illumination because we
were concerned that the illumination might contribute to changes
in structure and dynamics of the dark-adapted state.
According to Igumenova et al.,[54] observed S2 order parameters
can be classified into distinct groups, which roughly correspond to
the extent to which different rotameric states of the side chain are
populated i.e. as flexible (J-class), intermediate motions (α-class),
or rigid species (ω-class). The ω-class mainly populates a single
rotameric state while J-class methyls jump rapidly through
multiple rotameric states. Recently, an additional highly dynamic
class has been identified that is only observed in membrane
proteins. [55] This J’-class is also populated in bR (Fig. 2A), but
only by Ile and Leu residues (Fig. S10). In contrast, no residues
belonging to the very rigid ω-class are observed, in agreement
with observations in pSRII and OmpW, where only one or three
methyl groups populate the ω-class, respectively. [55] Common
indicators of dynamics such as side chain packing, B-factors,
signal intensities, or secondary chemical shifts do not correlate
well with the order parameter (data not shown), an observation
that has been previously reported for other (soluble)
proteins.[54,56,57]
The majority of methyl groups tend to be clustered in the structure
with other methyl groups of similar S2 order parameters, based on
k-means clustering and a network approach. Details of this
analysis are reported in the Supp. Mat. Both methods identify up
to four clusters that show smaller pairwise order parameter
differences than the overall mean (Fig. S18). One cluster

Determination of methyl group dynamics
A particular strength of NMR spectroscopy is its capability to
quantify protein dynamics. Measuring backbone dynamics of
large membrane proteins such as bR embedded in nanodiscs is
technically very challenging as the sensitivity of relaxation
experiments is unfortunately very low, even when using TROSYtype versions.[50] These experiments are therefore impractical,
and peak intensities are often used instead to differentiate
degrees of mobility. Methyl labeling presents a promising
alternative, in particular for ILV-protonated but otherwise
perdeuterated proteins, which display stronger signals with
reduced transverse relaxation rates.[51] Membrane proteins
usually have a rather uniform distribution of methyl groups so that
probes for side chain dynamics exist in most parts of the protein.
To derive S2 order parameter for bR,[52] we applied triple-quantum
based experiments developed by Kay and Tugarinov [52,53] that
bypass problems in the interpretation of methyl relaxation data
due to the presence of different relaxation pathways. Using the
overall correlation time of 50 ns as determined from TRACT
experiments,[37] we obtained S2 order parameter values for 14 Ile,
17 Val and 33 Leu methyl groups of dark-adapted bR (Fig. 2, Fig.
S9 and Table S2). Unfortunately, the peaks due to the all-trans
and 13-cis,15-syn species could in general not be integrated
separately, and hence mostly present averaged values from the
two species (Table S1). For 6 methyl groups the chemical shift
difference was sufficiently large so that peaks could be reliably
integrated separately (Table S4). The difference in S2 was
generally less than 0.07 with the sole exception of Ile-119, which
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isomeric retinal forms of bR but also facilitating their respective
assignments to the all-trans and 13-cis,15-syn states.
Khorana and coworkers investigated a series of retinal-bindingpocket mutants and discovered that most of them resulted in an
altered ratio of the all-trans and 13-cis,15-syn retinal isomers.[23]
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Since Ile-119 packs against retinal (arrow in Fig. 2B), the all-trans
retinal apparently restricts the Ile-119 δ1 methyl group more than
the 13-cis retinal.
We also probed for conformational exchange processes using 13C
relaxation dispersion experiments. However, dispersion profiles
were essentially flat for all residues (data not shown) indicating
that conformational exchange processes of methyl groups are
either absent or take place on timescales to which the applied
methods are insensitive.
Perturbation of the retinal binding pocket
Peak doubling was almost completely absent in M145A bR and
the spectral quality was slightly better than for wt-BR. Although
the mutated bR shows only 10% of wild-type activity, retinal still
absorbs light at 475 nm, resulting in an orange instead of the
purple color observed for wt-bR (Fig. S2). Using just 3D 15Nresolved and 13C-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY, HNCA and HNCO
spectra we were now able to transfer 89% of the amide and 79%
of the methyl assignments from the previously assigned wt-bR to
M145A-bR, allowing us to analyze the effect of the mutation on
methyl S2 order parameters, [15N,1H]-TROSY/[13C,1H]-HMQC
signal intensities and chemical shifts (Fig. 3, Fig. S19).

Figure 3. Effect of the M145A mutation on the methyl S2 order parameter,
signal intensity and chemical shift. Each methyl group for which we have
data in both wt-bR and M145A is represented by a single sphere with coloring
as indicated by the legend. A Differences in the S2 order parameter, ∆/ & =
&
&
/1.234
− /67
. Negative values of ΔS2 correspond to methyl groups that become
more flexible in M145A-bR. B Combined proton and carbon chemical
shift, (∆$%& + ∆$*&/4)./&, differences, with the position of doubled peaks in wt-bR
averaged.

Figure 2. Methyl dynamics of ILV residues in dark-adapted bR. A Histogram
of all S2 values derived from triple-quantum relaxation of methyl groups. Order
parameters from assigned residues are highlighted in color. Bands are based
on k-means clustering with centers at S2 = 0.14 (J’), 0.27 (J) and 0.45 (α). B,C
Locations of methyl carbon atoms shown as spheres in the bR structure with
the backbone colored in magenta for assigned residues. Methyl groups are
colored according to their classification into the three dynamic ranges, J’ (red),
J (yellow) and α (green) using the ranges shown in A. TM helices 1 to 7 are
denoted as A to F in the structures. Crystallo-graphically-defined water
molecules are indicated by blue spheres, the cofactor retinal with the K216 side
chain is depicted in thick sticks and aromatic residues are depicted as yellow
sticks. The orange arrow indicates the position of I119, the assigned methyl
group that is closest to the retinal.

Chemical shifts of the majority of signals changed only slightly or
not at all. The ones that do change significantly are mostly those
for which duplicated signals were observed in wt-bR. Changes are
localized around the mutation site, but also inside the helix bundle
on the intracellular side of bR. Again, we could measure an
extensive set of relaxation data for the methyl groups of Ile, Leu
and Val residues. For methyl groups in these locations there was
a good correlation between S2 values, chemical shift changes and
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comprises residues in the cytosolic cavity of bR, in which average
S2 order parameters are higher than in the remainder of the
protein (Fig. S16 & S17). Interestingly, S2 for methyl groups of Ile
and Leu but not Val residues are weakly correlated to the distance
to retinal atoms with highest values observed for those methyl
groups that are in proximity to retinal (Fig. S13). In our analysis
we also observe that S2 values tend to be more similar to close
methyl groups than to the overall pairwise average (Fig. S12).
Most methyl groups that show fast-dynamics are mainly located
on the helix surfaces and on one of the small sides of the TM
bundle (helices A/B). While for many residues with duplicated
signals good fits could not be obtained from the relaxation
experiments, often due to signal overlap, the difference in order
parameter for methyl groups, for which both peak pairs were
assigned and which resulted in good fits, was mostly only minor.
A notable exception is Ile-119, which is inside the retinal binding
pocket (Table S4). The Ile-119 methyl group corresponding to the
light-adapted state (with retinal in all-trans) displays an order
parameter S2 of 0.49 (more rigid) while the corresponding methyl
group from the 13-cis,15-syn state has an S2 of 0.37 (less rigid).
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signal intensities. A clear trend appears in that order parameters
for methyl groups within the cytosolic cavity of M145A-bR are
reduced relative to wt-bR, indicating that the mutant is less well
ordered in that part so that methyl groups on average become
more mobile.

rigidity for moieties in the retinal-binding region using elastic
incoherent neutron scattering. Surprisingly, no ILV-methyl groups
are present in the inside of the helix bundle at the extracellular
side of bR, where 7 crystallographic water molecules are found.
Instead, aromatic and polar/charged residues mainly populate
this cavity.
The central process in bR activation is the isomerization of the
centrally bound retinal from the all-trans (light-adapted) to the 13cis,15-anti (light-activated) form upon receiving a photon.[4,7] In
contrast to animal rhodopsins, this process is reversible so that
retinal remains attached to bR during deactivation. Khorana and
coworkers demonstrated that the 13-cis,15-syn state only 11%
populated in mutant M145A-bR.[23] Interestingly, M145A-bR
displayed only 10 % of the proton pumping activity of wt-bR, and
isomerized retinal at reduced rates in the photocycle. Our
relaxation data on the M145A-bR mutant reveal overall increased
dynamics of methyl groups (Fig. S19A), in particular for residues
in the cytosolic cavity (Fig. 3A), suggesting a link between
conformational entropy and activity. The large 3-thiobutyl side
chain of Met-145 in wt-bR packs against the β-ionone ring of
retinal. Its replacement by the much smaller methyl side chain of
Ala likely results in reduced ordering of atoms lining the retinal
binding site which may be propagated through the protein. In that
context it is notable that the all-trans to 13-cis,15-syn isomer ratio
of the M145E mutant is very similar to wild-type, and that also the
kinetics of retinal photoisomerization are almost identical.[23] We
suspect that the volume of the side chain at that position
influences how strongly retinal couples to the protein, and hence
how the protein responds to retinal isomerization. This is also
reflected in the fact that for some mutants different retinal isomers
are additionally observed during photoactivation, emphasizing the
pivotal role for packing of the protein against retinal. Another
interesting aspect of bR biology is that retinal can also thermally
isomerize to the 13-cis,15-syn form, which however, cannot
directly be converted into the light-activated form by illumination.
[21,49]
Apparently, bR must provide sufficient structural plasticity to
allow for all these structural transitions.
In our study we indirectly detected a second, much slower,
conformational exchange process. Most gaps in our assignment
stem from residues in the extracellular half of bR (Fig. 4A). The
fact that we assigned the vast majority of observed peaks
indicates that the missing resonances are broadened beyond
detection by conformational exchange. Since the two isomeric
forms that are present in the dark-adapted state of bR interconvert
too slowly to produce the observed line-broadening,[68] we
suspect that the line-broadening is rather due to motional
adaptations in the extracellular cavity of bR. We speculate that
those processes might be related to the exchange of internal and
bulk water [70] or the lack of stabilizing contacts in the bR trimer.
While we cannot fully exclude that such conformational exchange
processes are absent in the trimer it is difficult to rationalize why
only the extracellular portion of bR should be affected by the lack
of trimer-contacts.
In this context we noticed two features common to the unassigned
parts that may be related to the observed exchange-broadening
effects: These are the abundance of internal water molecules and
the presence of many aromatic residues in the extracellular cavity
of bR (vide infra). The crystal structure of bR reveals that the
interior is filled with 7 long-lived water molecules on the
extracellular side and 2 at the intracellular side.[48] The asymmetry
in the distribution of internal waters was claimed to make proton

Conclusion
7-TM helix proteins either transmit signals into cells indirectly via
an associated protein or directly transport protons or ions across
membranes. Both processes require orchestrated structural
changes triggered by external stimuli. 7-TM receptors exist in a
number of different sub-states,[58–60] and their mutual interconversion likely requires synchronized motions. With NMR
spectroscopy it is possible to decipher such motional networks,
and possibly even to unravel allostery.[61] Given the prevalence of
methyl groups in membrane proteins, a detailed picture of side
chain dynamics can be obtained from experiments that measure
methyl relaxation, but these of course require methyl group
assignments. Using an elaborate protocol we recently could
extend assignments of bR from those determined by Patzelt et al.
in micelles [24,62,63] to include most backbone and methyl
resonances of TM portions as well.[37]
Here, we now use these methyl assignments to determine methyl
group order parameter for bR in the biologically meaningful
environment of lipid nanodiscs, providing a detailed picture of side
chain dynamics. Methyl group order parameters have been used
as proxies for conformational entropy. [57,64,65] Lee and Wand
originally discovered that methyl order parameters are
heterogeneously distributed and can be grouped into three major
classes. [66] Using statistical methods they identified the different
motional classes J, α and ω. [67] Based on their motional behavior
in MD simulations, Karplus and coworkers grouped them into
classes that reflect small fluctuations in a single rotamer well (high
values of S2 corresponding to the “ω-class”) and those that
undergo frequent rotamer transitions (low values of S2
corresponding to the “J-class”). Recently it was discovered that
methyl groups in membrane proteins are on average less wellordered compared to soluble proteins. [55] In particular, the
number of methyl groups belonging to the so-called ω-class (the
most rigid methyl groups) is strongly reduced and instead a J’
class is introduced for the most flexible methyl groups, which is
absent in soluble proteins. In fact, in bR we could not detect any
methyl group from the ω-class and similarly noticed population of
the J’ class, mostly by Leu methyl groups (Fig. S10). The majority
of methyl groups in the internal void on the intracellular side of
retinal belong to the α-class (high S2) of methyl groups, indicating
that this part of the protein is fairly rigid. In contrast, methyl groups
on the outside of the helix bundle of bR belong to all motional
classes, where also almost all methyl groups from the J’ class are
located. Interestingly, methyl groups with similar order
parameters tend to be clustered (Fig S18). Moreover, order
parameters of Ile and Leu tend to decrease with increasing
distance to the retinal binding site (Fig. S13), supporting the view
that bound retinal confers conformational stability to the protein
center, which is propagated by allosteric pathways to the outside
of the bundle. This observation agrees with recent folding studies
of sensory rhodopsin using solution NMR methods that indicated
that the retinal binding region constitutes the folding core of the
protein.[68] Similarly, Reat et al. [69] could demonstrate higher
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transport unidirectional.[7] The second observation concerns the
asymmetric distribution of Trp residues in the extracellular and
cytosolic halves of the protein: For example, helix E (TM5) has a
large number of aromatic residues, of which all tryptophan
residues are located on the extracellular side (Fig. 4B, Fig. S20).
Interestingly, a comparison of microbial rhodopsins revealed a
large preference for tryptophan residues on the extracellular side,
which is nearly as strong as the positive-inside rule [71] for Arg
residues (Fig. 4C). G-protein-coupled receptors from class A and
C also share this feature (Fig. S21).
Since aromatic residues strongly influence chemical shifts
through the ring-current effect, changes of their rotameric states
may contribute at least partially to the observed line-broadening
in the extracellular part of bR. Trp residues can directly form
interactions with water via hydrogen bonding to their indole Hɛ1
protons and hence Trp residues could play a role for reorganizing
water positions. We cannot exclude that line-broadening is also
related to slow motions of retinal relative to the protein. In that
case, however, it is difficult to understand why these motions
should only affect the extracellular half of bR.
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